
Culinary Arts Proctor Guide 2021 

The Proctors in each contest need to be from the Culinary Industry and Formally Educated so that 

understand what is asked from the students.   

They will not judge but they will be the eyes in the room for the judges.  

Proctors will act as time keepers and will announce the start time and finish time for each section.  If a 

student needs/wants time counted down, then the proctor will do so.  30 mins left, 10 mins left, 5 mins 

over….. 

Proctors will not aid, talk to, or advise the student. 

Proctor will confirm that Culinary Instructors are not present during the time of all competitions.  Only 

the student and the proctor are allowed in the lab/kitchen. 

Proctors will record, upload and send recordings to TCSG. 

 

Culinary Arts: 

Film the student making the proper knife cuts and amount need; they will have 30 mins to complete the 

task. Confirm with a ruler that the sizes are correct and call it out to let the judges hear and bring the 

plate of cut products close to the camera for a few seconds so the judges can see as well. 

Next section of recording will be the student utilizing some of the cut products, fabricating chicken, 

creating two sauces, starches and what extra vegetable and fruit need to create one plate of each of two 

different chicken dishes done in 90 mins.  

Watch for sanitation issues and proper protein protocol.  Make sure the camera angle is good to see 

what the student is doing and creating.  Student should provide the proctor with a menu so that you will 

know what to expect.  Have the student at the end of plating describe their dishes to the judges using 

the menu they prepared.  

Make sure to call out times for the student when asked and call out the time when the student finished 

plating. Get a good close up on the two dishes for the judges; take your time. 

 


